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Community Development Unit

• Planning: Strategic Planning, Operational Planning, Action 

Planning 

• Board Development: Governance, roles and responsibilities, 

effective meetings, bylaw review, policy development, 

committee roles, recruitment, etc. 

• Public Participation: Stakeholder and public engagement 

projects and meetings 

• Project Development and Evaluation 

• Fund Development: Grant resources, fund raising, proposal 

writing 

• Leadership: Engagement, development and training 

• Collaboration and Partnerships: How to build effective 

collaborations, coalitions, partnerships and team building 

• Large community development initiatives: Community 

mobilization on an issue, community event planning, etc.. 



Introductions 



What is a 

Strategic Plan?



Definition of Strategic Planning 

• The process of building a plan 

(product) that includes good 

strategy (awareness and action)

• Turns goals and strategies into 

formal, documented steps that 

can be implemented 



www.islandcresentconsulting.com



Why Plan?

The Benefits of 

Strategic Planning 



Why Plan? 

• Why do you feel it is important that an 
organization formally “plans” and/or has a 
“plan” in place?

• What are the implications of not having a plan?

- Discuss both questions 

- Be ready to share your discussion highlights in 5 minutes

DISCUSSION:



John F. Kennedy Quote

It’s still about 

“the comfort of opinion versus the 

discomfort of thought”



Motivating Your Board 

Members to Plan 

• Public trust

• Secure the future

• Influence the direction – leave your legacy 

• Continuity

• Team building

• Reduce time spent at monthly meetings 



A Basic Strategic 

Plan 



Components of a Basic 

Strategic Plan

• Foundational Statements
o Mission 

o Vision

o Values / Beliefs / Guiding Principles

• Goals
o Objectives

• Strategies 

• Action Plan 

• Evaluation 



Vision (Snapshot of Future) Mission (The Business You’re In)

• Describes the ideal (and 

realistic) state that might exist if 

the organization were to 

achieve total success in all it 

does

• Is generally articulated by one 
or more phrases or “vision 
statements”

Vision Statements should:

•Be easy to communicate 

•Are they short enough to fit on 
a T-shirt?

What you do (Your organization’s 

purpose)

Who you do it for (Who your 

organization serves)

How you do it (How your organization 

adds value to the community)

Mission Statements should be:

• Concise (one sentence)

• Outcome oriented

• Inclusive of the goals and people 

who may become involved in the 

organization

Foundational Statements



Values Statements

• Fundamental beliefs that guide actions, judgments, 

and decision-making

• What you personally and organizationally stand for

Foundational Statements



Goals

Identify WHAT results an organization wants to 
achieve 

Help organizations define their purpose and 
structure their activities

Are outcome-based “statements of being” for a 
strategic plan

Aligns the strategic and operational activities of the 
organization



• Explain HOW an organization plans to achieve its goals 

and objectives 

• Broad approaches that encompass a set of actions or 

activities

o Rational / Scientific: “Best or promising practices”

o Educated / Intuitive: “Best guesses”

Strategies

http://jetfuelcreative.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/strategy.jpg
http://www.google.ca/url?url=http://www.itsjoelstephens.com/2014yearofstrategy/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ved=0CB0Q9QEwBDgUahUKEwjTs_2LgM3GAhUFlYgKHd1eBWU&usg=AFQjCNGanK-lJVcA0QEZbXbqEhqq-4PHrQ


• Specific, detailed steps or activities to DO in order to 

accomplish the broader strategy

• Who is responsible

• Time frame (start and finish dates)

• Resources required

Action Plans 



• How will we measure our plan?

• How will we determine success?

• How will we monitor our progress?

Evaluation



Objectives

• Specific, quantifiable, realistic targets that measure the 

accomplishment of a goal over a specified period of time.

Indicators:
• Milestones that indicate whether you are making progress 

towards your goals & objectives

Performance Measures:
• Data you collect in order to measure achievement of goals 

and objectives

Evaluation



“First Strategic 

Thinking…

then Strategic 

Planning”



What is the difference 

between Strategic Thinking 

and Strategic Planning?

• Discuss this question 

• Be ready to report on highlights from your discussion

• You have 5 minutes!

DISCUSSION:



Definition:  Strategic Thinking

• The cognitive process of considering something with 

awareness and intention

• The way in which people in an organization think about, 

assess, view, and create the future… it is creating 

tomorrow. 

(Kaufman et al., 2003) 



Strategic Thinking vs.  Strategic Planning 
• The cognitive process of 

considering something 
with awareness and 
intention

• Explores future 
possibilities and analyzes 
the environment to 
develop an 
organization's strategy: 
grand, business, and 
functional

• Synthetic

• Inductive

• Experimental 

• The process of building 
a plan (product) that 
includes good strategy 
(awareness and 
action)

• Turns goals and 
strategies into formal, 
documented steps 
that can be 
implemented 

• Analytical

• Monitored

• Reported



Maree Conway’s “Future Thinking Model”



Putting “Strategic” 

Back into your 

Strategic Plan

A truly strategic planning 

approach



A Truly Strategic Plan

Strategic 
Planning & 
Evaluation

STEP 1: 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

SCANNING

STEP 2: 
FOUNDATIONAL 

STATEMENTS

STEP 3: 

GOALS

STEP 4:

STRATEGIES

STEP 5:

ACTION PLAN



E-Scanning Exercise and 

Analysis

PART ONE:   Five-Minute Sample STEEEP Analysis

At your tables, identify trends that are: 

• Social

• Technological

• Environmental

• Economic

• Educational

• Political

You have FIVE minutes!!  Go!

DISCUSSION:



E-Scanning Exercise and 

Analysis

PART TWO:   STEEEP Prioritizing Assessment 

Based on the ideas shared in your STEEEP…

• What priority areas do we want to focus on that will help 

us be more strategic in our planning?

DISCUSSION:

You have FIVE minutes again!!  Go!



Environmental Scanning 

Three definitional points:

• The practice of systematically exploring and 

interpreting the internal and external environment…

• in order to better understand the trends and drivers of 

change…

• and their impact on your organization 

STEP 1



Maree Conway’s “Future Thinking Model”



Environmental Scanning 

(Bryson, 2004; Everett & Duval, 2010; Grant, 2003)

SCANNING:

• Conduct 
research BEFORE 
your strategy 
sessions and on 
an ongoing basis 

THINKING:

• Use multiple 
scanning “tools” 
or “lenses”

• Reflect on the 
key factors 
impacting your 
organization 
and/or its 
stakeholders 

DECIDING:

• Decide and 
focus on a few 
critical factors for 
strategy 
formulation 

STRATEGIC  TIPS

STEP 1



Foundational Statements 

(Collis & Rukstad, 2008; Rumelt, 2011)

The Strategic Sweet Spot

STEP 2:

STRATEGIC  TIPS

SCANNING

• Identify 
“sweet spot” 
in 
comparison 
to your 
capabilities, 
member 
needs and 
similar 
organizations
’ offerings

THINKING

• How do we make 
a DIFFERENCE for 
those we serve?

• How do we want 
to POSITION 
ourselves?

• Where is our 
greatest VALUE? 

DECIDING

• What do we 
need to do 
DIFFERENTLY? 

• What do we 
need to LET GO 
of? 



Goals

• Outcome based statements that describe what the 

organization hopes to achieve in order to move the 

organization closer to its vision 

• Key areas that your organization will focus on over a 

set period of time  (focus your resources, energies, 

efforts, time, etc..)

o Short or long term

STEP 3: 



Goals

(Conway, 2014; Shivakumar, 2014) 

STEP 3: 

STRATEGIC  TIPS

SCANNING

• Do scanning 
regularly and 
check your goals 
for relevancy 
against changes 
to your 
environment

THINKING

• Based on your 
scan, create 
options / 
alternatives.  

• Challenge 
default

DECIDING

• Evaluate options

• Narrow goals to 
those that have 
significant 
influence on 
scope of 
organization and 
degree of 
commitment



Strategies 

• Should create or sustain an advantage 

• Effective strategies promote a superior alignment 

between the organization and its environment and the 

achievement of goals 

EMERGENT STRATEGY 

• Strategy that comes about as a result of an environmental factor that 

has “emerged”

• Can be an opportunity or challenge 

Example:  

• New grant is launched for downtown beautification projects 

(opportunity)

• Advocacy plan for minimum wage increase (challenge)

STEP 4:



Strategy Formulation  

• Application of a strength against a weakness

o Neutralize or eliminate threats 

• A strength applied to the most promising opportunities

o Exploit opportunities 

• Creation of strength through coherent set of actions 

(Rumelt, 2011)



Strategy Formulation

(Hamalian, 2012; La Piana, 2008; Rumelt, 2011)

STRATEGIC  TIPS

SCANNING

• Use the 
information 
gathered in the 
environmental 
scan to inform 
possible scenarios, 
options, and 
strategies

• Incorporate 
stakeholder input 

THINKING

• Focus on one level of 
strategy at a time 

• Strategize for obstacles or 
opportunities

• Generate crazy ideas / 
incorporate space and 
time for “wild guesses” 

• Strive for divergent 
thinking, before 
convergent 

• Brainstorm ideas, do not 
evaluate

DECIDING

• Develop criteria 
and screen your 
strategies 

• Consider 
relationships with 
other organizations



Action Plan 

Evaluative Process in Action Planning:

• How can we ensure our action plan is realistic and 

achievable?

Consider…

STEP 5:

• Is it member focused and will it improve our 
Chamber’s effectiveness?DESIRABILITY:

• Can it be implemented (or how hard is it to 
implement)?

FEASIBLE:

• Is it acceptable to our board, staff and 
members…and what is it’s impact?

ACCEPTABLE:



Action PlanSTEP 5:

STRATEGIC  TIPS

SCANNING

• Frequent 
scanning in 
order to assess 
ongoing viability 
of action plan

THINKING

• Generating 
options for more 
effective action 
plans

DECIDING

• Determining 
which options to 
pursue



Key Insights

• What were some of the key insights or learnings you had 

from today?

• What was one take-away that you think you could use 

or explore further when you get back to your 

organization? 



Presentation Tips

• Importance of Environmental Scanning

• Include scanning, thinking, and decision making in each 

element of your plan

• Ensure your goals are strategic, meaning they have a 

significant influence on the scope and commitment of 

your organization

• Embrace emergent strategies  



Futures Thinking Model (Strategic Thinking) www.thinkingfutures.net

Strategic Planning vs. Business Planning 
https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/tools-resources/business-
planning-nonprofits

Management Online Library (Strategic Planning) 
http://managementhelp.org/strategicplanning/

Strategic Planning and Governance 
http://culture.alberta.ca/bdp/bulletins/StrategicPlanning-print_09.pdf

Strategic Planning Checklist 
http://muskie.usm.maine.edu/helpkids/rcpdfs/strat.plan77.pdf

Other Resources

http://www.thinkingfutures.net/
https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/tools-resources/business-planning-nonprofits
http://managementhelp.org/strategicplanning/
http://culture.alberta.ca/bdp/bulletins/StrategicPlanning-print_09.pdf
http://muskie.usm.maine.edu/helpkids/rcpdfs/strat.plan77.pdf


Questions?  



Jennifer Beyer
780-915-1762

Jennifer.Beyer@gov.ab.ca 

Community Development Unit 

Thank you from: 


